
In today’s enforcement-heavy environment, the risks  
associated with compliance lapses have never been more 
significant. Federal enforcers are now targeting for criminal 
prosecution both the corporations and their employees and 
officers. It is getting personal and the stakes are high.

Companies, their legal counsel, and Compliance Officers 
turn to R-Squared when they need to evidence effective 
compliance. Our focus is evidence-based compliance, 
and our services and solutions are designed to prevent 
lapses and enforce policies. We ascribe to the rule that 
compliance is a by-product of sound business practices. 
We design solutions (manual and technical) that fit 
within the fabric of the operation—compliance that 
works for and not against the company.

Our People
Subject Matter Experts: R-Squared’s highly recognized 
SME’s have over 50 years combined, in-the-trenches legal 
and compliance experience. Our consultants include former 
law partners, Office of Inspector General (OIG) lawyers, 
accrediting organization surveyors, and Compliance Officers 
from hospital, health system, and medical equipment 
providers and health plan, pharmaceutical and medical 
device manufacturer organizations. 

Technology: The R-Squared Technology Team has  
more than 20 years of innovative leadership in the  
management and development of high performing, 
results-oriented information technology solutions for  
life sciences organizations. 

Our Solutions
In addition to our consulting services, we have developed 
the RADS® Compliance Platform, which is the industry 
leading platform for the management of today’s complex 
compliance operations. Indeed, R-Squared has become 
the “go to” partner when companies need to evidence 
compliance with government-imposed integrity requirements.

Our solutions include:
SpendTracker® is a compliance 
solution designed expressly for  
“aggregate spend compliance.”  
It collects, tracks, applies  

business rules and workflows, and creates all needed  
reports, while generating solid evidence of your compliance 
at the same time. SpendTracker® has flexible master 
data management capabilities, includes the NPI and 
state databases, and can interface seamlessly with 
existing and purchased third-party data sets. 

Arrangements Keeper® is 
described as the industry 
leading software for the 
management of contractual 

relationships with physicians and other referral sources. 
This solution substantially mitigates anti-kickback and 
FCPA risks and exposure. The module provides real-time 
data of affiliations, potential conflicts, fair market value, 
consulting needs, time sheet and deliverable compliance, 
and interfaces with enterprise AP systems for full  
end-to-end event and arrangement management.  
This solution is or has been used to satisfy significant 
aspects of DPAs and several CIAs.

Grant KeeperSM automates 
the intake, review, approval, 
communications, and follow 
up on all types of grants and 

grant requests. Grant KeeperSM includes pre-configured, 
but fully customizable, online grant request forms. 
It automatically routes completed requests to designated 
reviewers and allows for remote review, scoring, and/or 
approval of grant requests. The solution creates 
grant agreements, has digital signature capabilities, 
provides for full reconciliation of proposed and  
actual event budgets, and otherwise monitors grant 
agreement compliance.

Conflict of Interest  
Management System (CIMSSM) 
facilitates electronic  
dissemination (scheduled  
or as needed), completion, 

management, and storage of tailored Conflict of Interest/
Financial Disclosure Statements. Authorized users may 
check completion status, and sort and report on the 
statements by clinical study, physician, product,  
noted conflicts/relationships, and other data points.  
All Statements are stored centrally for easy search  
and retrieval. Facilitate compliance with 21 C.F.R.  
Part 54 requirements.

Expert advice. Powerful solutions. Iron-clad compliance.
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Would all of your  
financial arrangements 
survive close scrutiny?

Click here to learn more.

How prepared are you 
for the new transparency 
and sunshine laws?

Click here to learn more.

Expert advice. Powerful solutions. Iron-clad compliance. Visit www.r2ss.com to learn more.
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